
  
Meeting the Masters: Seigo Okamoto (1925-2015) 

 
Over 50 years of training in budo, I have been lucky enough to meet or train under many 

notable martial artists. This year, I want to share my impressions, some deep set, some fleeting, 
about the men and women I met on the way. 

 

Nick Kanieff, a shodan in Takeshin Aiki-ju-jutsu, wanted my help in arranging aiki-ju-

jutsu instruction in Japan where he planned to work for a year. I contacted Stan Pranin of Aiki 

News who was very gracious in showing Nick around. Although Nick finally took tuition in 

KONDO Katsuyuki Sensei’s Hombu Daito-ryu method, before he chose his dojo he visited 

several other schools and wrote me that he was impressed with OKAMOTO Seigo Sensei’s 

Roppokai, but at that time, he said it was over his head. He sent me one of Okamoto Sensei’s 

books. Since I could read only a half dozen of the kanji, I was relegated to interpreting the 

photos. Had it not been for my background with Soke Angier’s principles, I would have thought 

it a still photo version of cooperative uke jumping whenever Sensei flinched. As it was, I 

understood about 50% of what Okamoto Sensei was doing, and the other 50% fascinated me. 

Years later, Nick had moved to California and was now studying under Soke Angier. He 

helped with the arrangements for an Okamoto seminar in Los Angeles, which I was excited to 

attend. 

Okamoto Sensei tended to “explain” his techniques by tracing the shapes of his 

movements in the air. Although he advocated small steps and keeping the feet under the torso, 

there was very little emphasis on the lower body and quite a bit on upper body. I found that I was 

able to help my partners with details that had not been mentioned so that we could more or less 

emulate Roppokai techniques successfully. To his credit, although he had traveled with two 

Japanese and one Swedish uke, Okamoto used various students as partners, thus showing 

confidence in his method. On one kneeling technique, he had one person at a time grab his hair. 

With a small rotation of his head he threw each behind him.  

Flash forward to a visitor, fresh from a couple of years in Japan studying at Gozo 

Shioda’s Yoshinkan, as well as other dojo. We talked about the very few Aikido and aiki-ju-jutsu 



notables that I respected as martial artists who could actually perform their techniques without a 

cooperative uke. When I mentioned Okamoto Sensei, I was surprised that he took exception. 

“Sensei Okamoto can do his techniques,” he reported, “but the others in his dojo can’t.” He went 

on to explain that Roppokai seniors used to berate him because he would not fall for their throws. 

They accused him of having poor “dojo spirit”.  

I am sure that this person was accurate in his description of what happened to him, but 

not sure he came to the correct conclusion. Many dojo require cooperation during one phase of 

learning and less cooperation later on. Also, it could have been that Okamoto Sensei was a better 

demonstrator than a teacher—I don’t know. What I do know is that for me he provided a piece of 

the difficult puzzle known as minimal motion advanced aiki. I am still putting those pieces 

together and cannot see myself questioning Okamoto Sensei’s technique until I can do 

everything he did.  

His Aiki is different from his mentor KODO Horikawa Sensei’s Aiki. Both are different 

from Don Angier’s. But whether or not his students became as effective as he, I am appreciative 

of how he taught, because without great practitioners to offer a leg up, the crags of advanced 

Aiki cannot be climbed. 

 


